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CCS Concepts

querying and reformulation patterns for a difficult task is detected,
search assisting features could intervene and provide personalised
assistance. In order to describe querying and reformulation
patterns when searching across tasks of varying levels of
difficulty, a small scale experiment is conducted. Simulated
situations are used to invoke the search process. MedlinePlus is
used as the search domain. Querying and reformulation patterns
are categorized based on user perceived task difficulty. The aim of
this study is to describe qualitative querying and reformulation
patterns when searching across tasks of varying levels of
difficulty. The following research question will be tackled: Do
qualitative querying and reformulation patterns differ when
laypeople search across tasks of varying levels of difficulty?

• Information systems ➝ Information Retrieval • Users and
Interactive Retrieval

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

ABSTRACT
Laypeople use the Internet to search for health information.
Limited research studies describe the query and reformulation
patterns of laypeople when searching across tasks of varying
levels of difficulty. In this paper, a small scale study is conducted
to describe the health querying behavior of laypeople. Preliminary
results indicate different querying patterns are demonstrated when
searching across tasks of varying levels of difficulty. As task
difficulty increased reformulation strategies remained the same.
Implications for design are suggested to allow laypeople
experience high querying efficacy.

Difficulty, health search, laypeople, query patterns, reformulation

In this section, a review of literature pertaining to i) laypeople’s
querying behavior and ii) querying patterns when searching across
tasks of varying levels of difficulty is provided.

1. INTRODUCTION

2.1 Laypeople’s Querying Behavior

Keywords

Results of a survey conducted in 2011 indicate top health topics
searched for online are on food, drug safety and pregnancy [1]. In
2014, survey results indicate health searchers shared information
online, used online means to track a health condition and read and
watched someone else’s experience about a health condition [2].
Whilst laypeople have access to plethora of health information
online, performing a health search remains challenging.
Laypeople do not have the necessary skills and expertise to
perform a health search [3,4]. Laypeople experience challenges in
the querying stage [3,4] and results viewing stage [5,6]. As a
result, laypeople lament that they experienced low search
satisfaction [7,8] and low search efficacy [8,9]. Whilst querying
behavior of laypeople are well documented [3,4,5,6], there are
limited studies which focus on describing qualitative changes in
querying and reformulation patterns when searching across tasks
of varying levels of difficulty. Instead of focusing on the entire
search process, this study sets out to focus on querying patterns.
The querying process is selected as it represents the searchers
initial understanding of the problem and shows the development
of this understanding through querying and reformulation patterns
[3].
It is argued that categorizing querying and reformulation patterns
when searching across tasks of varying levels of difficulty will
enable rich understanding of the search session. Thus, when
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Laypeople typically enter queries that are characterized as short
and simple [10,11,12]. However, newer studies indicate the
average query length is between 4.82 to 5.33 words [3,6,10]. One
explanation for the change in the average query length could be
attributed to the use of natural language type queries [6]. In
addition, terms such as ‘what,’ ‘how’, ‘can’, ‘is’, and ‘does’
frequently appear in queries [3,6]. Longer queries are issued only
once whilst shorter queries tend to be issued repeatedly [10].
Longer queries cover a broader range of returned results thus
shifting the focus of the searcher to viewing and evaluating results
rather than issuing queries. The usage of long queries and natural
language queries led to high querying effort, increased task
completion time and left laypeople dissatisfied and frustrated with
returned results [3]. Partial words and run together words [13] are
commonly used when issuing a health query [3,7]. Laypeople also
made spelling mistakes when issuing queries [10,11]. Most
laypeople are able to initiate the search process, however others
struggle to issue appropriate query terms for their search goal
[11]. A trial and error approach was used when reformulating
queries [11]. Other reformulation strategies include arbitrarily
appending query operators to query terms [12]. Laypeople
frequently experienced search failure and low search efficacy due
to challenges faced in the querying stage [3,6].

2.2 Querying Patterns based on Task
Difficulty
Research studies indicate task difficulty influenced search
behavior [14,15,16]. When searching on a difficult task, searchers
tend to use more natural language queries, question type queries,
query operators and demonstrate unsystematic query refinement
in comparison to when searching on an easy task [15]. Users also
issued more queries when searching on a difficult task in
comparison to an easy task [15,17]. The process of issuing queries

within short intervals is also an indicator of high task difficulty
[14]. However, task difficulty did not influence query length [18].
With reference to health searches, laypeople on average issued
more queries and longer queries when searching on an easy task
in comparison to a difficult task [19]. Boolean operators and
medical terms were issued when searching on an easy task in
comparison to when searching on a difficult task [19]. Query
reformulation took place more often when searching on a difficult
task [3]. Laypeople also re-executed queries often when searching
on a difficult task [3]. Previous research studies do not provide
information on qualitative querying and reformulation patterns
when searching across tasks of varying levels of difficulty. This
information would be useful to interactively provide personalized
assistance.

3. EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY
A user’s search behavior captured during the search process is
thought to be more representative of the user’s true behavior [20].
Although a large number of previous studies have used user logs
to study search behavior [21,22], it is argued that humans act and
compensate in many ways while dealing with errors or failures
during the search process [20]. Thus, it is necessary to conduct
user based studies.
An exploratory survey was conducted on a convenience sample of
20 participants. Participants were laypeople who did not have any
education and training in health and medical sciences discipline.
Participants were recruited based on call for participation notices
posted on university bulletin boards. Each participant was given
two simulated situations to search for on MedlinePlus. A total of
40 search sessions was analyzed. MedlinePlus was used as the
search domain as the information retrieval strategy used in this
domain is text based matching. This allowed for the observation
of ‘true’ interactive searching without participants being
influenced by any background information retrieval strategy. A
pilot test was conducted with four participants. Theoretical
saturation was achieved with 40 search sessions. This means there
was no more change in querying behavior amongst participants.
All querying activities were logged using a key logging software
called Morae. Queries were retrieved from the keylogging
software and analyzed manually. There was no time limit for the
search session. Participants ended the search session when they
were able to locate desired information or wished to terminate the
search. The experiment began with the pre-experiment interview,
followed by the search process and ended with the post
experiment interview.

3.1 Pre-Experiment Interview
The pre-experiment interview was used to obtain sociodemographic details, information on general search experience
and health search experience.

3.2 Simulated Situations
Simulated situations are used in this study to invoke the search
process as it provides a platform to study and compare search
behaviour amongst participants using a standardised scenario [23].
Clinical scenarios are used as this type of health search is
commonly performed by laypeople [24]. Scenarios were selected
based on cases observed at a hospital. An independent physician
verified the simulated situations for medical accuracy. Simulated
situations are provided in Figures 1 and 2. Simulated situations
are handed to participants one at a time. The order of the
simulated situation was rotated for each participant.

Simulated work task scenario: Your colleague had undergone a
health test and found out that his kidney is enlarged and there is a
stricture. A procedure called URS&RPG was performed. After
this procedure, he then experienced urine retention. He is in pain
and has been told that surgery is required. You are concerned for
your colleague and would like to use Medline Plus to provide him
with some information.
Indicative Request: Find for an instance, information to provide to
your colleague of his condition, why is he experiencing this
condition? Try to help him locate possible alternatives to treat his
condition. Or is surgery the only option?
Figure 1. Simulated Situation A.
Simulated work task scenario: Today morning after getting out of
bed you noticed that you could not move your neck. You could
not move it left or right. There is swelling on the left side of your
neck. The swelling seems to be near lymphatic nodes. You want
to find out what is wrong.
Indicative Request: Find for an instance, information to inform
you of your condition, what can be done to relieve you of this
condition and why are in pain.
Figure 2. Simulated Situation B.

3.3 Post-Experiment Interview
At the end of each search session, participants were to asked rate
their perceived post-search task difficulty [25]. Participants rated
their perception of task difficulty [26] using one of three options:
easy, neutral (neither easy nor difficult) or difficult.

3.4 Data Analysis
Querying patterns was analyzed based on Rose and Levinson’s
[27] classification. Specifically, the informational directed (open
and closed) and informational undirected classification method
was used [27]. Information directed queries are queries relating to
knowing something particular about a topic. Information directed
closed queries are specific to a single question whilst open
resembles open ended questions. Informational undirected queries
are queries related to learning everything/anything about a topic
[27]. Definitions for information directed queries and undirected
queries are taken directly from Rose and Levinson [27]. To
analyze query reformulation patterns, the semantic (meaningful
words) analysis methods were used [3]. All queries issued in a
search session were analyzed manually to describe querying and
reformulation patterns based on user perceived task difficulty.

4. RESULTS
There were 10 male and 10 female participants. The average age
is 33.7 years old (SD=9.6). Participants consisted of
undergraduate students, postgraduate students and university staff
members. The average general search experience was 10.3 years
(SD=3.5). The average health search experience was 6.2 years
(SD=3.5). A total of 5 participants found searching for simulated
situation A easy, 5 found it neutral and 10 found it difficult. A
total of 15 participants found searching for simulated situation B
easy, 5 found it neutral and 5 found it difficult. Thus, a total of 20
search sessions were collected when searching on an easy task, 10
on a neutral task and 15 on a difficult task. Overall querying and
reformulation patterns when searching across tasks of varying
levels of difficulty are presented in the following sections. More
than 70% of query sessions demonstrate these querying and
reformulation patterns. Query terms in bold are identified as
informational directed open queries, query terms italicized are
indentified as informational undirected queries.

4.1 Query Behavior Patterns

4.2 Query Reformulation Patterns

When searching on an easy task, participants demonstrate
initiating the query with informational directed open queries and
resorted to informational undirected queries. This indicates
participants wanted to get answers to specific questions and then
moved on to searching for broader aspects of a topic. Participants
initiated the search session with specific queries and thereafter
became more confident to explore broader and wider areas about
the topic by issuing informational undirected queries.

Semantic changes (meaningful change in queries issued) indicate
participants demonstrate two reformulation patterns when
searching on an easy task. The first pattern indicates the
reformulation strategy started with switching topic and ended with
specialization. The second strategy begins with specialization and
ends with parallel movement (reformulated query has partial
overlap with previous query) [3]. When searching on a neutral
task two reformulation strategies were demonstrated. The first
strategy demonstrates parallel movement and ending with
specialization. The second strategy demonstrates switching topic.
When searching on a difficult task, the switching topic
reformulation pattern is demonstrated. Reformulation patterns
indicate participants demonstrate varying reformulation strategies
when searching on an easier task. On the other hand,
reformulations strategies did not change (switching topic only) as
task difficulty increased. Table 1 provides information on
reformulation strategies supplemented with examples.

(i) [enlarged kidney], [URS], [URS kidney]
(ii) [lymph nodes], [swollen lymph nodes], [stiff
neck], [swelling neck]
When searching on a neutral task. Participants initiated the query
with informational undirected queries and subsequently used
informational directed open queries. This indicates participants
started the search with broad and wide queries and then narrowed
down query terms. This querying pattern suggests participants
wanted broad information to be provided before focusing on
specific aspects.
(iii) [kidney treatment], [kidney enlargement], [kidney
stricture treatment], [kidney stricture urine
retention]
(iv) [lymphatic nodes], [stiff neck swollen], [neck
lymphatic nodes]
When searching on a difficult task participants began the search
using informational directed open queries then moved to using
informational undirected queries before ending the search session
with informational directed open queries. This pattern suggests
participants broadening and narrowing the search without much
focus. Participants querying behavior indicate unsystematic
movements (random refinement).
(v) [urological surgical procedure], [enlarged
kidney], [URS RPG stricture]
(vi) [stiff neck medication], [lymphatic nodes],
[swollen neck lymph nodes]
Based on querying patterns demonstrated when searching across
tasks of varying levels of difficulty, a model based on a triangle is
used to depict querying patterns. This model is provided in Figure
3 (Note: SS– start search, ES – end search). Figure 3a depicts
querying behavior when searching on an easy task, Figures 3b and
3c depicts querying behavior when searching on a neutral and
difficult task respectively. The activity of broadening the query
is depicted as moving towards the base of the triangle. The
activity of narrowing down the query is shown as moving towards
the tip of the triangle.
SS

ES
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3. Models of qualitative querying patterns when
searching across tasks of varying levels of difficulty.

Table 1. Reformulation patterns demonstrated
searching across tasks of varying levels of difficulty
Task
Difficulty
Easy
Neutral
Difficult

when

Reformulation Pattern

Example

Switching Topic

Specialization

(i)

Parallel Movement

(ii)

Specialization

Parallel Movement

Specialization

(iii)

Switching Topic

(iv)

Switching Topic

(v), (vi)

4.3 Design Suggestions
Results indicate laypeople demonstrate different querying and
reformulation patterns when searching across tasks of varying
levels of difficulty. Based on results of this study, two
recommendations are proposed to allow laypeople to experience
high querying efficacy. These recommendations are: i) to develop
an algorithm to detect and classify query and reformulation
patterns and ii) to provide personalized query recommendations.
As shown in Figure 3, participants demonstrate different querying
patterns when searching across tasks of varying levels of
difficulty. Differences in querying patterns enable categorization
of querying behavior based on task difficulty. Thus, querying
patterns can be classified into categories to infer and detect task
difficulty. The development of an algorithm will enable
interactive detection of task difficulty based on query patterns. As
seen in Table 1, as tasks become more difficult, reformulation
strategies remain the same. Laypeople demonstrate the switching
topic pattern as task difficulty increased. In this case, there is also
a need for health domains to detect this reformulation pattern with
the use of an algorithm. Once the algorithm detects a query or
reformulation pattern for a difficult task, health domains could
provide relevant assisting features.
Health domains could assist participants who demonstrate the
switching topic pattern by providing interactive query suggestions
to help laypeople remain focused on the search goal. Interactive
query suggestions would enable laypeople to issue relevant
queries and also provide ideas to laypeople to construct efficient
queries. Similarly, when the switching topic pattern goes on for
too long before moving to specialization as shown in example (i)
in Table 1, algorithms on health domains should be an the alert to
intervene with interactive query suggestions. Thus, health

domains are able to personalize assisting features as and when
required.

5. CONCLUSION
This study reports on qualitative query and reformulation patterns
when searching on tasks across varying levels of difficulty. A
model for querying patterns was developed and information on
reformulation patterns was described. In future work the design
suggestions will be built onto a health domain and a large scale
study will be conducted to evaluate the design suggestions. It is
noted that results cannot be generalized as data was analyzed
based on user perceived perception of task difficulty.
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